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ABSTRACT

An on�line tracking scheme for noisy periodic sig�

nals is proposed and its performance is character�

ized� The measurement y�k� is decomposed into

a driving signal s�k�� and a compensation signal

g�k� that is a static nonlinear function of s�k�� The
main focus is on tracking the unknown parameter

of s�k� and g�k� in scenarios where the parame�

ters either vary slowly and randomly in time� or

abruptly at isolated time instants�

	 INTRODUCTION AND MODELING

This paper considers estimation of frequencies and cor�
responding harmonic overtones from noisy discrete time
data� Previous publications in this area include �
� where
an extension of a minimally parameterized adaptive notch
�lter to harmonic signals is considered� ��� where an ex�
tended Kalman �lter is utilized� and �� where an algo�
rithm is derived based on least squares modeling� The
models used in �
� �� � basically consist of a sum of sinu�
soids� and the estimation problem is to determine the am�
plitude� phase� and frequency of every component� Over�
tones that originates from nonlinear imperfections in the
system may alternatively be modeled as the output from
a nonlinear system excited by a sinusoidal signal� For
stationary signals� such an approach is considered in �	�
where the output from a periodic signal model is the input
to a set of static piecewise linear functions� This approach
gives additional insight about the underlying nonlinear�
ity� In this paper� an alternative to the approach in �	� is
presented�
Let the measurement be described by

y�k� � f�k� � n�k� k � �� 
� 
 
 
 �
�

where n�k� is a zero mean white noise of variance ���
Further� let f�k� be a deterministic function periodic in
time

f�k� � f��k�
 ���
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Since f��k� is periodic it ful�ll f���k���n���� � f��k�
for all integers n� The scalar � denotes its unknown nor�
malized fundamental angular frequency� � � ��� ��� The
model ��� should be regarded as a local model� that is
vaild for a some period of time� Globally� the parameters
of f�k�� say fundamental frequency and amplitude� may
vary� either slowly and randomly or abruptly at isolated
time instants�
Let s�k� � s��k� �s� be a user chosen periodic signal

that roughly describes f��k�� where the unknown param�
eters of s�k� are gathered in �s� The signal s�k� is referred
to as the driving signal� For a proper choice of s�k�� the
di�erence between f�k� and s�k� can be made small� This
is� however� not a prerequisite for the algorithm to work
as intended� but of course it speeds up the convergence
as well as makes it more robust against external distur�
bances� Further� let

f�k� � s�k� � g�k� � h�k� ��

where g�k� is a compensation signal� and h�k� is an er�
ror signal� The compensation signal is a static nonlinear
function in s�k�� that is

g�k� � g�s�k�� �g � �g� ���

where �g denotes a set of unknown parameters� and where
�g denotes a set of user�chosen design variables� The
model g�s�k�� �g � �g� may be non�invertible with respect
to s�k�� Combining �
����� gives the following model of
the measurement

y�k� � s��k� �s� � g�s�k�� �g � �g� � h�k� � n�k�
�	�

k � �� 
� 
 
 
 


It was mentioned earlier that s�k� may di�er quite a lot
from f�k�� meaning that the magnitude of g�k� may be
of the same order as the magnitude of s�k�� The sum
s�k� � g�k�� however� should be close to f�k�� meaning
that the modeling error h�k� is small�
At each time instant the proposed algorithm proceeds

in two steps� where the �rst step consists of a data adap�
tive resonator that from the noisy measurement produces
an one step ahead prediction �s�kjk � 
� of the driving
function s�k�� This predicted value of s�k� is used as a
known quantity in the second step where the compensa�
tion function g�k� is estimated� This second step uses
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Fig� 
� The proposed set�up for modeling of periodic signals
by nonlinear modeling� The dashed line indicates the optional
feedback loop� In open loop operation� the delay before the
resonator is prefarable excluded� and the one step ahead pre�
diction of s�k� is replaced by a �lter estimate �s�kjk��

as input data the measurement with the prediction of
the driving function subtracted� Optionally� depending
on the particular application� a �ltered estimate of g�k��
that is F �q����g�kjk�� may be fed back and ideally re�
move the compensation term from the input data to the
adaptive resonator in step one� A block diagram �with
F �q��� � 
� is given in Figure 
�

� THE ADAPTIVE RESONATOR

Assume that the feedback loop in Figure 
 is closed� and
that the modeling error h�k� as well as the feedback error
g�k� � �g�k� are small so that the input to the resonator
obeys

x�k� � s�k� � n�k� ���

where s�k� is the periodic driving signal� and n�k� is the
measurement noise� In this paper� a sinusoidal driving
function is considered� The approach taken herein esti�
mates the parameters of s��k� �s� in two steps� where in
the �rst step an estimate of �s is obtained� and in the
second an estimate of the fundamental frequency � is up�
dated�
For a sinusoidal driving function

s��k� �s� � A sin��k � �� ���

where � � ��� ��� the amplitude A � �� and the initial
phase � � ���� �� all are unknown parameters� a natu�
ral parameterization of s�k� is �s � �A� ��T � From an
algorithmic point of view such a parameterization in am�
plitude and phase may cause numerical problems� The
approach adopted here is to let �s be time�varying� that
is

�s�k� � �s�k�� c�k��T ���

where s�k� is given in ���� and c�k� is its companion
c�k� � A cos��k � ��� It is readily veri�ed that �s�k�
obeys the recursion

�s�k� � F�s�k � 
� ���

where F is the matrix

F �

�
cos � sin�
� sin� cos�

�

 �
��

In a �rst step� the frequency � is assumed known�
Then� given ���� the entries of �s�k� may be estimated
solving a least squares �LS� problem� In order to keep
the alertness of the recursive LS algorithm a forgetting
factor � is included in the LS criterion� a standard ap�
proach to prevent the algorithmic gain to tend to zero as
time goes by� ���� For the model ��� and the measurement
equation ���� the problem was studied in detail in ���� and
it was shown that the estimated state vector obeys

��s�k� � F��s�k � 
� �K�k�
�
x�k�� gT ��s�k � 
�

�
�

�

where g � �cos � sin��T � The gainK�k� is time�varying�
but converges as k �� to the constant gain� ���

K � �
� ��

�

 � �

�
� �� cos�sin�

�

 �
��

In this paper� K�k� in �

� is replaced with �
�� in the
proposed adaptive resonator� When the feedback loop in
Figure 
 is closed� x�k� is not available in beforehand�
In this con�guration� �

� is combined with the one step
ahead predictor

��s�k � 
jk� � F��s�k�
 �
�

The resonator �

���
� is derived under the assump�
tion that � is known� but may be modi�ed by combin�
ing it with an external frequency update scheme� ��� In
��� the angular frequency was directly estimated� Here
a slightly di�erent approach is utilized� that is believed
to be computationally more robust since it does not re�
quire any phase unwrapping� The entries in F� the below
functions of �� are recursively updated

�C
�
� cos �

�
��

�S
�
� sin�


The prediction of s�k� and c�k� is thus performed by �

��
�
� with cos � and sin� there replaced by the running
estimates ��C�k � 
� and ��S�k � 
�� respectively� After�
wards ��C�k�
� and ��S�k�
� are updated by �rst order

recursions based on ��s���� � � k�
Update formulas for ��C�k� and ��S�k� are derived next�

With �s�k� de�ned in ���� and ��s�k� � �c�k� �s�k��
T
�

standard trigonometric relations give

A� � �s�k�
T �s�k�

A� cos� � �s�k�
T �s�k � 
� �
	�

A� sin� � �s�k�
T ��s�k � 
�


From �
	�� the following �rst order recursions are con�
structed

��k� �
�
��s�k�

T ��s�k�
���

��C�k� � ���C �k � 
���
 � ����k���s�k�
T ��s�k � 
��
��

��S�k� � ���S �k � 
���
� ����k���s�k�
T���s�k � 
�




Table �� Adaptive sinusoidal resonator based

on x�k�� where x�k� � y�k� when the systems op�

erates without feedback� and x�k� � y�k � 
� �
F �q����g�k � 
� in closed loop� where F �q��� is a

causal feedback filter� The resonator output

is �s�k� and its companion �c�k� in open loop con�

figuration� and �s�k � 
jk� and �c�k � 
jk� in closed

loop�

design variables� � � ��� 
�� � � ��� 
�
stability monitoring� ��k� � �� ��

�s�k� � �
��s�kjk� �� � ��� �

��x�k�

�c�k� � �c�kjk� �� � ��� ���
��C�k � ��

��S�k � ��
�x�k�� �s�kjk� ���

�s�k� �jk� � ��C�k � ���s�k� � ��S�k � ���c�k�

�c�k � �jk� � ��C�k � ���c�k�� ��S�k � ���s�k�

��k� � ����s��k� � �c��k��

��C�k� � ���C�k � �� � �� � ����k� ��c�k��c�k � �� � �s�k��s�k� ���

��S�k� � ���S�k � �� � ��� ����k� ��s�k��c�k � ��� �c�k��s�k � ���

if j��S�k�j � �� ��C�k� �
p

�� ��
S
�k�sign���C�k�	

else ��C�k� � ��C�k � ��

if j��C�k�j � �� ��S�k� �
p

�� ��
C
�k�sign���S�k�	

else ��S�k� � ��S�k � ��

��C�k� 
� ���C�k� � ��C�k����

��S�k� 
� ���S�k� � ��S�k����

The recursions �
�� should be constrained such that
���
C�k� � ���

S�k� � 
 is full�lled� In addition� in a a prac�
tical implementation both �

���
� and �
�� should be
rewritten in a computationallymore e�cient formulation�
see Table 
�

� NONLINEAR FUNCTION ESTIMATION

A suitable tracking algorithm for the nonlinear parame�
ters is a constant gain stochastic gradient method� The
derivation is based on the assumption that �s�kjk � 
� �
s�k�� and that the modeling error h�k� is small in com�
parison with the additive noise n�k�� Let ��k� s�k�� �g � �g�
denote the prediction error

��k� s�k�� �g � �g� � y�k� � g�kjs�k�� �g� �g�� s�k� �
��

where y�k� is the measurement �
�� The negative gradient
of ��k� s�k�� �g � �g� with respect to the parameter vector
�g is needed in the estimation algorithm� that is

��kjs�k�� �g � �g� �
	g�kjs�k�� �g � �g�

	�g

 �
��

The stochastic gradient algorithmcan now be constructed
using �
����
��� The details of the derivation are omit�
ted� The derivation follows the derivation for a general
recursive prediction error method closely� ����

Table �� The stochastic gradient algorithm for

a general static nonlinear compensation func�

tion g��� and periodic driving function s�k�� DM
denotes a projection algorithm that keeps ��g�k�
inside the region defined by �g�

Design variables

� �a scalar�� and �g �a vector�

�g�k� � g�s�k�� ��g �k � 
�� �g�

��k� �
	g�kjs�k�� �g � �g�

	�g

����
�g���g�k���

��k� � y�k� � �g�k� � s�k�

��g�k� �
h
��g�k � 
� � ���k���k�

i
DM

For easy reference� the stochastic gradient algorithm
for estimation of a general nonlinear function driven by
a known function s�k� is summarized in Table �� where
��k�� �g�k�� and ��k� are obtained from the model and
gradient relations� respectively� by replacement of �g with

the running estimate ��g�k � 
��
In the numerical example a polynomial model is used�

that is g�s�k�� �g � �� �
P

�	s
	�k � �	�� where �g contains

the unknown f�	� �	g� For a sinusoidal driving function
g�s�k�� �g � �� may be rewritten as a linear regression �in
s�k� and its companion c�k��� that is

g�s�k�� c�k�� �g � �� �


X
	��

�	s
	�k� � 	c

	�k� �
��

where �g � ���� 
 
 
 � �
� �� 
 
 
 � 
�
T � The derivation for

this particular model is straightforward� but is excluded
due to lack of space�

� CASE STUDY� FETLOCK JOINT ANGLE

The fetlock joint angle is the angle between two hand
bones on a horse� This is a joint that is the equivalent to
the human knuckle joint of the middle �nger� There are
about ��� points in the considered data and � strides� or
cycles� showing the normalized angle between two hand
bones� The original data is �lmed from a high speed cine�
camera� that is the sampling rate is at �����	� Hz� The
data is a derived variable from three points� The sig�
nal is adjusted to have zero mean and is normalized with
its estimated standard deviation� From an inspection of
the data and a grid search in the periodogram� the al�
gorithm was initialized based on the frequency estimate
��� � 
���
���� �A� � 
 and ��� � ��� The nonlinear
compensator �
�� was designed to estimate the �rd and
��th power of s�k�� and the �rst four odd powers of the
companion signal c�k�� Time varying ��� �� was used�
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Fig� �� Input data y�k�� the composite output �y�k� 	 �s�kjk�

�� �g�k�� the resonator predictor output �s�kjk� 
�� the com�
pensator output �g�k�� the error y�k���y�k�� and ���k� �from top
to bottom�� The diagrams shows � concatenated sequences of
length � samples� The cut between sequences is visible in
the sixth period�
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Fig� �� The convergence of the parameter vector�

both with initial values ����� �nal values �����	� and rate
of convergence factor ������ A similar scheme was used
for �� with numerical values 
� ���
� �����	� In addition�
no update of �g was performed the �rst 	�� samples� The
design variables have all converged to their �nal values for
k � ����� The algorithm was applied to the data repeat�
edly� In Figure � the components of ��g�k� are shown �ev�
ery 
���th sample�� Figure � shows the relevant signals
for a short segment� that is the input data y�k�� the res�
onator predictor output �s�kjk� 
�� the compensator out�
put �g�k�� the composite output �y�k� � �s�kjk� 
� � �g�k��
and the error y�k� � �y�k�� In addition� a frequency esti�
mate derived from ��C�k� is displayed� In this example no
feedback was used� and thus the sample delay appearing
before the resonator may be excluded� For this con�gura�
tion� similar� but not identical� results as those obtained
in Figures �� were obtained�
The experiment was repeated with a zero mean Gaus�

INPUT DATA

COMPOSITE OUTPUT

RESONATOR OUTPUT

COMPENSATOR OUTPUT

ERROR SIGNAL

FREQUENCY ESTIMATE (1.87 − 1.99 Hz)

Fig� �� See Figure �� White noise added� SNR	
�dB�

sian noise added to the angle signal� with a SNR of 
�dB�
The results are shown in ��

� CONCLUSIONS

A recursive tracking scheme has been derived� where the
noisy measurement is decomposed into a driving signal
and a compensation signal� The driving signal models
the main periodicity of the measurement� while the com�
pensation signal models the �ne structure� that is a static
nonlinear function of the driving signal�
The scheme was applied to fetlock joint angle data

for a sinusoidal driving function �with  free parameters�
and a polynomial nonlinearity with � free parameters� A
fair agreement between input and predicted output data�
as well as robustness aginst additive noise were demon�
strated�
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